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A huge THANK YOU!! To all of our dance family and to those students who joined us the
last few weeks of our online classes it has been wonderful to see the dedication from our

dancers to keep moving, learning and growing through these times.
 

As we are stil closed and unable to open the studio for physical classes L. E. A classes will
be moving online for term two. We do not know at this time when we will be able to

reopen the studio for physical classes again but we are keeping an eye on all the
government announcements and will let you know as soon as we know when things

change.
 

I really hope that your dancer can join us for classes online this term, i understand that it
is not the same as coming in to the studio for class but it is just as beneficial for your

dancer and will teach them dedication & responsibility to show up for their online class
just as they would do in the studio. It will also challenge their minds in to a new way of
learning, further education is majority online so this is a great start to get them used to

this.
 

I understand that concentration can be hard for the younger students for online classes
but its so important for them to keep active and dancing through these times. 

 
Our staff have worked super hard to get these classes online for our dancers and in most
ways teaching online is very different & alot harder for the teacher. They are still creating
amazing and challenging class content to keep our dancers improving through all of this.
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Online classes for Term Two will be paid monthly (4weekly) and you will be
granted access to the online classes and content once you have paid and

subscribed online.
 

Online classes will be at a cheeper rate than physical classes at just $8.00
per class.

 
You will need to subscribe yourself for our online classes via our L. E.

Academy website, we are unable to do this for you via email or online as
the new system we are having installed will not allow this. Our website is; 

www.LEAcademy.com.au
 

We will notify you once the website is up and running as it is still going
through renovations to get everything up and running, we are hoping to

have all of this prepared for you by this weekend.
 

Once you have subscribed your dancer online you will be given a 
 password protected online account which is accessed through our

website.
 In your dancers account there will be all the classes they have paid for .

 
They will only be able to access classes that the individual dancer has

subscribed and paid for.
Each class will have a zoom link for a live class each week and also pre-

recorded content in that style.
 

Pre-recorded content is accessible any time the dancer logs in to their
account so for example- if your dancers jazz class is live on zoom on

Mondays but they want to dance on Wednesday too they can go in to their
account and watch the pre-recorded content.

 
 

Once the website is all finished i will create a tutorial step by step to show
you how to work everything and post this on our parents forum.
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At L. E. Academy we take the safety and well being of our students very seriously and know
that for some the online world is a bit daunting and worrying however we are taking every
step possible to create a safe online environment for our dancers to keep them doing what

they love.
 

ONLINE CLASS WAIVER:
By clicking on any of the Zoom Meeting links you are acknowledging and agreeing that:

1) Your child has gained your permission to be online.
2) You will ensure that your child is wearing appropriate clothing that is suitable for dance

and in no way revealing.
3) That, where possible, you will ensure webcams are located in a communal space like a
living room - rather than a bedroom. If only a private space like a bedroom is available you
will commit to keeping the door open and/or you or another adult will stay present for the

class.
4) The sharing of this invitation and password is strictly forbidden.

5) Your child participates in these online dance classes at their own risk.  You understand
that dance is likened to sport and, although rare, injury may occur. L. E. Academy dance &
theatre arts will not be held responsible for any injury that may occur to your child during

dance class.
6) These zoom meetings are being closely monitored by Miss Lauren and have strict safety

platforms built in. Each class will be recorded and archived for child safety purposes.
 

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS
 (Parents please ensure your child fully understands these requirements)

 
- Though your teacher may be able to see you, it is not the same as a live, in studio class.

You will have to take more responsibility than usual for the safety of your space and of your
movements.

- Please make sure you have at least two metres clear space around you, that the floor is
clear of any objects or spills, and the surface is appropriate to dance on. Where possible,

ensure webcams are located in a communal space like a living room - rather than a
bedroom. If only a private space like a bedroom is available you must keep the door open

and/or have a parent present for the duration of class.
- Try to set up your screen so that it is at, or close to, eye height, and near enough to see

the teacher clearly.  Ensure you have the volume set high so that you can hear the
instructions. If possible be lit from in front rather than behind, e.g. close curtains if dancing in

front of a window. Make sure your device isn’t in danger of being knocked.
- Your sound will be off when you join. You will be able to hear your teachers but they will

not be able to hear you.  Your teachers will decide when to bring your sound on if
necessary.  If you have a question please raise your hand until you are noticed on the

screen or come super close to the camera..
- Wear appropriate clothing.  Uniform is not essential, just some leggings and a t-shirt are

fine.  Absolutely no baggy nor revealing clothes please. Hair must be tied back.
- Have a full bottle of water bottle close by.

- If an exercise or action causes sharp or sudden pain, stop immediately, apply first aid or
seek help from your parents. Advise your teacher as soon as possible. Because of the

online format your actions are unsupervised by your teacher so please make your own
judgements, as you know your own body better than anyone.

- Have any pets or young siblings in another space to avoid sudden tripping hazards.
Please note that the material in this video is copyright and has not been approved for

sharing, or for third party recordings.  Sharing of the classes and zoom links and passwords
are strictly forbidden. The only instance in which you can share choreography is if your

teacher has allowed you to film and post on your social media channels.
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